PRACTICAL INFO
WIFI
Hotel Guest is open and superfast.
WATER
Water from the tap taste delicious and is 100%
safe to drink.
SHOWER
Water boiler is based on a reheating system,
but remember that you can’t shower unlimited.
Hot water will eventually become very cold and
please help us save the environment.
TOWELS
We change towels after 2 days. We try to be nice
to our environment.

SHOES
Please take off shoes in the apartments as it
gets dirty and damages materials if not.
MAIDEN SERVICE
Our maid will make up beds and clean rooms
now and then (not every day). We will fill up
paper sheets and toilet paper if needed.
WAITING AREAS
Feel free to use the glass panorama, barn,
jacuzzi area and the TIPI.
*Please tell us so we can turn up heat in TIPI.

MEALS
BREAKFAST
08:00–11:00 (Included). Fresh bread arrive approximately at 08.30 every morning.
LUNCH
Self cook, eat in the city centre or while on tour.
DINNER
Self cook, go to a restaurant or take out. Take out needs to be ordered by 6pm.
You order food via Adrien or Anders.

*We will let you know who is in charge from day to day.

NO SMOKING IN APARTMENTS, OR INSIDE OTHER BUILDINGS.

ACTIVITIES
Adrien, our guide will meet you to tell about our program - and how it works.
Make sure to read about activities and we will let you know what is available from day to day:
www.visitsenja.live/activities/

DAILY SHUTTLE TO THE CITY CENTRE
Every day there is a included shuttle / transportation from the resort to the city centre (15 minutes away
from the resort). You can go to the shopping malls to pick up groceries, snack etc. Departure and arrival
will vary a bit from day to day depending on activities. Normal time for departure will be around 12.00
and pickup at the city centre for return, will normally be between 14.00–16.00.

AURORA BOREALIS
The location is actually one of the best locations in the world for aurora observations. Weather we cant
control, but we have a micro climate that makes the location very good for aurora observations. Because
of this we dont need to go chasing as the weather is normally worse at other nearby locations if it is bad
at our place. This is the place to go if you seek silence and relaxation.

We hope you enjoy your stay!

CONTACT
(WhatsApp)
Adrien:
+33 (0) 698680989

Anders:
+47 970 32 300

